Performance of Jacobsen mowing equipment during the past critical years of labor- and machine-shortages has told the story of dependability, of real, inbuilt value more convincingly than could hundreds of words.

Time after time greenskeepers and other officials in charge of maintenance of America’s golf courses called on Jacobsen Greens Mowers, Lawn Queens, Lawn Kings and 4-Acres for service beyond normal expectations.

Stamina built into all Jacobsen mowers delivers that kind of performance. It results from our quarter century’s experience in the development of power mowing machinery designed for highest efficiency at lowest possible cost.
Philadelphia Pros Start Teaching Forum

PHILADELPHIA SECTION PGA members began March 12 a teaching forum and will continue it at 2-week intervals through the spring. Sessions are held in the Ben Franklin hotel. Along with the teaching forum the pros are conducting an advertising campaign addressed to "golf beginners" in Philadelphia newspapers.

Pros have been making voluntary contributions of $50 each to the advertising campaign which started off with $200 ads in 3 Philadelphia Sunday papers. The purpose of the ads is to get golf's beginners started off right with pro instruction and pro expert advisory service in the purchase of golf equipment. However the spread of the ad interest is such that all golfers will be attracted by the copy. Pros hope in this way to make an effective counter-attack to the aggressive advertising and merchandising of the stores.

The project was launched by Pres. Marty Lyons of the Philadelphia section after several years discussion of the idea which originally was brought up by Jimmy Dangelo, now out of the pro business but continuing to take an active part in this public educational enterprise.

The first session was devoted to discussion of the grip, stance, balance and body movement, with the pros comparing experiences and theories. The 35 pros attending the first forum generally agreed that the grip gave the new golfer most difficulty and that after they'd got set on the wrong grip it was hard to break the habit. It simmered down to the wrong grip of beginning players costing pros a lot of money as the fairly good player plays more often and buys more equipment. He also is more susceptible to pro influence in purchasing.

It's the intention of the Philadelphia pros to put in booklet form the fundamentals they agree on as starting the golfer correctly. As usual, there was quite a little difference of opinion that simmered down to being differences of phraseology rather than of the mechanics involved.

What the Philadelphia pros are shooting for in this forum is to determine the sound simple mechanics which are the same regardless of who's doing the teaching. The artistry and refinements and applications of various temperaments and physiques of pupil and pro leave enough room for the development of individual differences in the pro tutors.

The Philadelphia pros also intend to keep at this forum idea until they work out something that can be adopted nationally by the PGA in building public approval of expert pro instruction. One thing the forum is doing for the pros themselves is showing them the difficulties of effective instruction are such that becoming a qualified pro takes time, study and experience instead of just "turning pro."

Among the pros at the initial instruction forum were Marty Lyons, Jimmy Dangelo, Bruce Coltart, Jock Mackenzie, Bob Aitken, Jimmy Devlin, Charley Schneider, Fred Austin, Charlie Arena, Elwood Poore, Jimmy Conway, Joe Capello, Al Wilfong, Teri Johnson, Bill Boyle, Henry Wetzel, Ted Bickel and George Griffin.
Kill weeds the modern chemical way you have been reading about! Spray 2-4 Dow Weed Killer—to kill weeds easily, completely! 2-4 Dow Weed Killer is more efficient, easier to handle. It kills deep roots—does not sterilize soil or harm grass when used as directed. It's economical.

Powder: 4 ounces up to 50-pound drums.
Liquid: ½ pint up to 50 gallons.

This is the first of a series of weed killers produced by Dow. Selective weed killers for other specific purposes will soon be available. Keep in touch with Dow and you'll kill more weeds!

Check Your Weed Problem

- Barnyard, fence rows, ditch-banks
- Highways, railroads, utility lines
- Parks and playgrounds
- Fields, orchards, cut-over land
- Irrigation, drainage ditches, canals
- Estates, lawns, golf courses
- Airports, landing strips
- Pasture and ranch land
- Cemeteries
- Vacant lots, roadsides

See your dealer or write direct

AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL DIVISION

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Mich.

New York • Boston • Philadelphia • Washington
Cleveland • Detroit • Chicago • St. Louis • Houston
San Francisco • Los Angeles • Seattle

Dow CHEMICALS INDISPENSABLE
TO INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE
By HERB GRAFFIS

"Be Kind to Kids" Wartime Accent Made Permanent

By HERB GRAFFIS

TWIN ORCHARD CC (Chicago district) has adopted a postwar policy of making the continuance of its interest in servicemen high among the items on the clubs' 1946 program. People are tired of the war and want a complete change. Twin Orchard's members are no exception. The percent of Twin Orchard club members and their kids who were in military service, and who were casualties, is high. But what the club doesn't forget is that there are a lot of kids who'd like to forget the war but can't because they're in military and naval hospitals.

So the club is repeating this year its entertainment events for hospitalized servicemen in the Chicago area, having those lads who can play golf as its guests, and staging another member-pro tournament in association with the Illinois PGA. Last year the member-pro tournament produced $1500 for entertainment funds at army and navy hospitals around Chicago, plus $500 in pro prizes.

Twin Orchard is a Jewish club and like other of the leading Jewish clubs very frankly has a membership policy that is based on a man being financially able and of the temperament to contribute liberally to charities before he is entitled to the luxury of membership in private clubs. That's a fair enough policy for all clubs of good sportsmen to adopt, even though the determination of charitable contributions isn't as simple in the case of gentile clubs as it is with clubs having some association with the well organized operation of Jewish charities.

But in the case of the servicemen's angle, during and after the war, Twin Orchard is very earnest about not having such enterprises regarded in the slightest way as benevolences or benefits, but as plain, simple debts of honor that the club members are lucky to have an opportunity to pay.

The Sporting Thing

And, in making certain that in no possible way will there be the faintest tinge of patronizing about its affairs for servicemen, the club puts its main fund-raising event on a strictly sporting-business platform. The play is in foursomes with one pro to a class, A, B and C player. Each member entrant is charged $10 entrance fee. The Calcutta stag party the Saturday night before the event sells each foursome. With the A, B and C handicap arrangement making 3 teams in each foursome the buyer of a foursome has 3 times the ordinary chance to win. The pari-mutuel also is sold on teams giving the buyers the same 3-fold chance to click. Thirty per cent of the pari-mutuel goes to the fund. Expenses for the event come out of the pari-mutuel take. Older men who don't want to go 18 holes or members who can't be at the club to play are tapped for from the $10 entry fee to $100 just for the privilege of being represented.

Last year there were 35 Chicago district pros and 105 members comprising the field. This year a larger field is expected as Chicago district pros now out of military service naturally also are pretty keenly aware of their obligation to keep mindful of other fellows who got banged up in battle.

Last year the club had 25 hospitalized vets brought out and entertained in class for the event. Last year By Harcke, then the Twin Orchard pro, saw to it that those of the 30 Purple Heart vets the club entertained weekly got to play golf when they were physically able. Members lent them clubs, balls and shoes. Women members were hostesses at luncheon for the boys. (Continued on Page 56)
KNOW-HOW

REGGIE McNAMARA, who plays in the low 80's, is a 22-year man with Spalding. Here he is turning the necks of wood club heads.

MITZI SLIWA, Supervisor, has been with Spalding for 15 years. A city Championship finalist, he averages 72!

- Spalding LEADS with the finest-quality woods and irons because these craftsmen have been making Spalding clubs for many years.
- Finished with war-work, once more they’re turning out the best clubs in the world. That’s why Spalding can give you golf clubs...not in trickles, but in VOLUME production!

A. C. Spalding & Bros., Div. of Spalding Sales Corp.
Member of the Athletic Institute

BILL STONE, has spent more than two-thirds of his life with Spalding...40 years! He shoots 90.

D. J. McNAMARA, has spent 41 of his 72 years, making Spalding golf clubs.

NOW READY FOR DELIVERY

April, 1946
The caddie charges were picked up by members.

The caddie situation at Twin Orchard is one that has been notably good during the war despite the club being located in a section where the demand for caddies exceeds the supply. Success of the caddie program undoubtedly is due to the long range view of the caddie problem taken several years ago by Harry E. Wolff, sports and pastimes chairman, and his associates on the club's board. Wolff maintains that a primary responsibility of a man qualified for good private club membership is to be a gentleman and father toward the children who are caddies.

Harry got Twin Orchard members to agree to a policy that is far too unique among country clubs; that of the caddie grading the member just as the member grades the caddie. The Twin Orchard kids are told to have no hesitancy in reporting conduct of a member toward them that does not match the standards the caddie is expected to maintain. In the several years this policy has been enforced there have been very few cases of members having to appear before the committee because of caddie complaints.

Ralph Jacobs and Irving Ashen, chairman and co-chairman of the caddie committee, and other officials of the club have developed that basically Golden Rule policy toward the kids so the word has spread among the boys that the club members are "fine guys to work for."

Difficulty in applying the policy in its ideal manner is that of getting a thoroughly qualified caddie-master. In the Chicago district, as in others, the smart clubs hold tight to prize caddie-masters.

Twin Orchard has been considering getting a high school sports coach and developing him along the lines crystallized in numerous discussions officials and members have had in making the club working conditions pleasant, wholesome and helpful for the kids.

The caddies are allowed to play Fridays during the season. Members loan them their clubs. There hasn't been one club lost as a result of the loaning. The kids get monthly bonuses for attendance.

A dime is added to each member caddie fees for a scholarship fund for deserving youngsters. If the fund is short of a kid's needs and the kid looks like a lad who'll be a credit to his association with the club, members kick in the balance hopefully.

During the war while their own sons were away the Twin Orchard members sort of adopted the hospitalized vets and the caddies and found out there was so much added enjoyment at a golf club in keeping the atmosphere of younger people bright around the place they're going to keep it up now that their own kids are back—those of them who will come back.

GSA in Nationwide Drive for Greenkeeper Members

Sectionalizing of golf turf research under new plan of USGA Green Section has made valuable and coordinated tie-ups with state agricultural colleges and experimental stations but urgently requires extension of greenkeeper participation in the revised arrangement. The Greenkeeping Superintendents' Assn. is stepping into that part of the program by beginning a campaign for new members.

Although the GSA and district greenkeeper associations now have members at about 16% of the nation's 4795 golf courses, their practical showing is stronger than indicated by those figures as a portion of the 9-hole courses are maintained only by farmers doing the mowing under contract. At the 18-hole courses the GSA and district greenkeepers' associations probably have about 40% representation, which is far short of the percent needed for the good of the clubs and the advancement of the greenkeeping profession.

In some areas there are no existing greenkeeper organizations. Consequently, application of the advanced Green Section-state college turf maintenance program is limited. GSA secretary, A. L. Brandon, Box 106, St. Charles, Ill., is available for helping greenkeepers and green chairmen in unorganized districts to form the desirable organizations.

Greenkeepers have been pretty much on their own in establishing and conducting sectional organizations that set the stage for the new national research plan. Green chairmen in comparatively few instances have given interest and support these organization activities warrant, especially in view of the meetings having been considerably more to the financial and playing condition advantages to the clubs than they have in bettering the greenkeepers' status. Lately, greenkeepers have been tremendously cheered by the recognition Fielding Wallace, chairman, USGA Green Section, gave them in his annual report to the USGA Executive committee. That's a reason why their national body, the GSA, now is engaged in a vigorous move to get more greenkeepers together for comparing experiences and applying findings of the revised Green Section program.

Greenkeepers interested in joining a sectional organization or the national association, or clubs interested in having their greenkeepers as members of such organizations, can get information on memberships from Brandon at St. Charles, Ill.
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The most desirable
Golf Bag Luggage!

TUFHORSE, of course... the Aristocrat of golf bags for those who depend on quality first. As indicated by arrow above, bag has compartments for each iron. G 10PH to retail at $25.00. G 8 to sell at $10.00.

ORDER FROM

MacGregor
THE GREATEST NAME IN GOLF

DES MOINES GLOVE & MFG. CO.
306 COURT AVENUE
DES MOINES, IOWA
IN—TRO—DU—CING the greatest galaxy of grinning golf "go get- ters" ever assembled under one big top (MacGregor—TOP of the heap in golf. Get it?) You already know the MacGregor representa- tive in your locality. Maybe he's called on you recently. If not, he's scheduled to do so soon. He'll counsel with you on your pro shop prob- lems. What's more, he'll speak your language. And if you still can't get all the fine MacGregor merchandise that you would like to obtain, please be patient just a little longer, which all of us must do until ma- terials are to be had in the quantities we need. MacGregor Golf, Inc., 4861 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati 32, Ohio.
of Salesmen in Golf!
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THE GREATEST NAME IN GOLF

TOURNEY CLUBS and BALLS SPORTSWEAR
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Harry Adams
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NEW YORK
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CHICAGO
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CLUBS and BALLS
SPORTSWEAR
MORE THAN 2500 patients and 500 civilian guests witnessed the official opening March 10 of the 789 yd., par 27, pitch and putt course constructed by the Southern California PGA at the Long Beach (Calif.) Naval hospital. No galleries were allowed on the course opening day so the crowd on stretchers and in bleachers could watch play of the pros and other celebrities who followed the dedication shot hit by Capt. C. M. Shaar, medical officer in command of the hospital.

The hospital course represents the most ambitious rehabilitation project of the sunkist pros. They've played many matches in financing the enterprise and were aided by Milton Arthur who kicked in $4000 for a watering system and Bing Crosby who tossed in his check for $5000. Bing and Bob Hope also played in fund-raising matches.

George Lake, pres., PGA Southern Calif. section, says that play has been so heavy on the course that orders have been posted allowing staff members and officers to use the course only after 4:30 P.M. week days, but anytime weekends and patients have liberty then. George says one day recently he visited the course during a light rain and brisk wind and there were 4 boys on every hole and 30 waiting to tee off.

Billy Bell was architect of the course and Jimmy Lawson had charge of the construction. Jimmy, veteran ex pro-greenkeeper, one of the famed fighting Lawson brothers of Scotch regiments in World War I, now is in business in the Los Angeles area. Crosby, Hope, Jerry Colonna, Frances Langford and Tony Romano put on a show at the dedication exercises. After Lake had spoken of the PGA rehabilitation-with-golf program in the broadcast that was a feature of the ceremony, Hope, Crosby, Colonna and Romano batted around as the first foursome over the course.

This foursome was followed by 5 groups of PGA pros. When the feature foursome finished the 9 holes, the stars passed out and autographed to the patients Colonna's new book, "Who Threw That Cocoanut." Scores for the day were: Howard Schmidt and Bob Tucker, 25; Harry Bassler, Clayton Alridge, Bud Oakley, Ray Hanes, Paul Jopes, 26; Ed Newkirk, Ralph Smith, George McInerny, Zell Eaton, Frank Cormaci, 27; Bing Crosby, Doyle Dorsey, Olin Dutra, Barney Clark, Curley Howard, Harry Pressler, 28; Bob Hope, Hobbie Chapman, Eddie Nunn, Frank Grant, 29; Tony Romano, 31; Jerry Colonna, without using the clubhead, 38. The course record is of course 25 and was tied by a patient, Seaman Edward Rosak.

This golf course is one of the 5 located at veterans hospitals in Southern California and built by the Southern California PGA. The program was started at the Long Beach hospital. The pros planned only to install a large practice putting green. The plan was presented to Captain P. M. Albright, Medical Officer in Command at the time, and he was so enthusiastic that we decided to build a 3 hole pitch and putt course. An exhibition golf match starring Bing Crosby and Bob Hope was held at Recreation Park on December 17, 1944, and the gallery fees were used to start this venture. Milton Arthur of Long Beach became interested in the project.